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ROUND 4 INTERVIEW  
September 18, 2022      
 
DANNY WILLETT  ( -15) 
 
 
Q.  Danny, just overall a great week. There's got to be some good takeaways in there 
that you feel good about? 
 
DANNY WILLETT:  Yeah, yeah, it was. Obviously going to remember that last, but good 
week, nice to be in contention basically all week from Friday. Yeah, just a shame how I 
finished but that's golf, we're going to do it again another day. yeah, a bit disappointing finish 
to the round, but you're trying to hole it. Hit it a little bit too firm. All in all, great week, crowds 
have been great, golf course has been great. Yeah, it's always nice to come back at 
Silverado. 
 
Q.  When Max chipped in, you had a big smile on your face. You seemed genuinely -- 
 
DANNY WILLETT:  I expected him to do it,, but then it's still a bit of a shock when it 
happens. He played -- we all played really good today. Like I said, bit of a shame to kind of 
finish how I did, but no, he's heading off to the Presidents Cup and hopefully he plays well 
there, too. 
 
Q.  First off, 14th hole, take me through your mindset hitting that second shot around 
the tree.  
 
DANNY WILLETT:  It took -- I'm not sure but I'm pretty sure it took a big bounce to get there 
and we had a pretty clean lie so at least we could hook it enough. Almost couldn't overhook 
it, so it's one of them that you hit it every day with your pals, but in contention down the 
stretch was a bit different.  But yeah, it was nice that it came off. 
 
Q.  On the putt to win and the putt to tie on 18, what did you see in both of those 
putts? 
 
DANNY WILLETT:  Justin's obviously stayed right on the first one, which was a bit strange 
with how I was seeing mine because I saw mine pretty nicely left to right. I hit it obviously far 
too hard. And on the way back from where he was coming from, I thought it was straighter. 
Again, yeah, just ended up tailing off and missing left. Yeah, disappointing way to finish, but 
you know, first out of the season, like I said, to be in contention, things are in a good place. 
Yeah, we'll live to fight another day. 
 


